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Feel their heart, not their words
Because people are bound to live their lives with each having different experiences, it is nearly impossible 
for them to communicate perfectly. It is because the words and actions exchanged between two people are 

understood through different interpretations. Therefore, it is no exaggeration to say that when we converse, 
we do so while maintaining some level of misunderstanding between each other. For more effective 

communication, the two parties must go beyond simply stating their own opinions and listening to the 
other’s and must strive for having a sufficient understanding of each other. In The Mencius, a classic that 
embodies the essence of oriental philosophy, there is a Chinese phrase known as “易地思之 (pronounced 
“yukji-saji” in Korean),” which means to put yourself in other's shoes. If you want to communicate with 

another person deeply, rather than merely listening to what they are saying, you need to try to ascertain the 
person’s inner sentiment by seeing things from their point of view.

Feel their heart, 
not their words
易地思之



COUNTERPART

Proud KCC
KCC Campaign

The success of communication lies in the counterpart’s perception. In other words, success depends on how 
one’s counterpart receives the speaker’s message. The reason why communication breakdown occurs so 
often in daily life is because the speaker focuses on ‘what one wants to say’, and the listener hears only ‘what 
one wants to hear’. Those adept at communication are those who sympathize with others and go on to deeply 
comprehend and understand them. Just like the saying, “Put yourself in someone else’s shoes”, you should 
aim to be in the counterpart’s shoes to feel what they feel and whether they are in some form of distress. This 
is the very basic essence of communication, essentially, a ‘change of perspective’. 

Written by  Min-jung Shin (PR / Strategic Communications Consultant)

Key to Communication Lies 
in the Counterpart
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he dial-tone that moved the 
world
When you call a call center, you 
usually get a voice responding, “How 
can I help you?”. Imagine hearing 
the voice from the child of the agent 

saying, “My mom, who I love the most in the world 
is about to help you. Just a moment, please.” This 
is an actual campaign a Korean company launched 
to alleviate the hardships such as verbal abuse or 
emotional labor a call center agent goes through. 
Results showed stress levels dropped by half (54.2%), 
and an increase in warm words from customers 
(8.3%), feeling of respect (25%), and anticipated 
kindness from customers (25%). A short dial tone 
had put the customers in the shoes of the call agent, 
reminding them that call agents were precious family 
members too. It is an example which highlights the 
importance of perspective in communication. 

Dos and don’ts for communicating by 
changing perspective
Communication among group members is essential 
for tasks to run smoothly. In order to achieve 
appropriate communication by considering the 
counterpart’s perspective, we need to be trained in 3 
aspects in both speaking and listening.

For Speakers

➊ Share the goal of the conversation 
Informing the counterpart of the agenda and goal of 
the talk aids others to prepare for the conversation and 
focus more. A conversation with no direction where ‘no 
one knows why’ not only confuses the listener but also 
erodes task efficiency. 

➋ Open up the conversation with flexible terms 
Boxing oneself into one’s own experiences by saying 
‘Back in my day...’ or stereotyping the listener with 
words like ‘You always do things like that’, or ‘I knew 
this would happen again’ helps form a predisposed 
judgment about the counterpart, and extends this 
judgment to other areas. In this manner, whatever the 
counterpart says will sound like an excuse. In order to 
comprehend the other’s situation, flexible terms with 
no room for stereotyping should be used. 

➌ Solve the problem with cooperative words
A group operates in a collaborative system. How about 
properly aligning with one another even regarding 
communication? Deliver requests over demands, 
suggestions over criticism, positive expressions over 
negative expressions, and logical words over emotional 
words. This kind of collaborative language will motivate 
listeners to participate in the conversation and even go 
on to solve issues. Demanding, criticizing, negative and 
emotional language hurts the counterpart’s feelings, 
causes unnecessary misunderstandings which then 
become an obstacle to problem-solving.

For Listeners

➊ Engage with a listening mindset 
If you close your mind to conversation with thoughts 
like ‘Why are they saying this to me?’, not even positive 
words will come to mind. An attitude to understand 
and sympathize with the intention and reason of the 
speaker is integral. 

➋ React for confirmation 
There’s a term called ‘Reaction with no soul’. An 
unconditional ‘yes’ with a smile is not the only way to 
be considerate. It is necessary to react to check if you 
understand your counterpart properly. Reacting with 
words like “Based on what you just said, you mean 
…, correct?” or “I agree with that aspect” tells the 
speaker that you are proactively engaging and opens up 
opportunities for in-depth discussions.

➌ Be honest and ask
There are times when people simply sit still and listen 
even when they don’t agree with the speaker or do not 
understand them, just because they don’t want to cut off 
a superior’s words or don’t want to be misunderstood. 
For tasks to run smoothly, questions should always be 
asked when things are not understood. This attitude 
will help the speaker gauge the level of understanding 
the listener holds. 
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KCC has been introducing various coatings to the market, including waterproof coatings, flooring coatings, and its eco-
friendly architectural coatings brand, “SUPRO.” Now, letʼs take a closer look at KCCʼs architectural coatings, which 
have proven both their environmental-friendliness and stability by passing a rigorous certification process based on 
advanced technology research.

Adding Environmental-friendliness 
to Beauty

Construction market I

Eco-friendly 
Coatings

Waterborne decorative coatings uses water as the solvent, and it is 
used as interior and exterior finishes for concrete, cement mortar, 
and gypsum boards. When waterborne decorative coatings is 
applied, the small particles of the resin that forms the emulsion 
combine with each other to form a coatings. Recently, diverse types 
of waterborne decorative coatings have been released into the 
market to accommodate different uses, including matte, eggshell 
gloss, semi-gloss, and gloss. 
KCC’s waterborne decorative coatings brand, SUPRO, offers 
Korea’s first eco-friendly coatings ensuring the lowest emission of 
hazardous substances, and all products under the brand SUPRO 
have obtained the eco-label certificate. Recently, KCC upgraded 
its SUPRO products even further with an emphasis on improving 
their covering as well as their workability for enhanced build-up, 
reduced side gloss, and etc. Recently, KCC has updated SUPRO 
ACE and debuted a premium coatings aimed at the interior market 
called SUPRO GOLD. 
As the regulations related to environment-friendliness have 
tightened, KCC is also working hard to improve the environmental-
friendliness of its waterborne coatings. Aside from this, KCC also 
plans to make constant efforts to enhance the color embodiment of 
its coatings products and endow them with more diverse functions.

Waterborne decorative coatings “SUPRO”

Solvent borne decorative coatings

Made from a mixture of drying oil and pigments, solvent 
borne decorative coatings is mainly used to finish iron, wood, 
and concrete. solvent borne decorative coatings has excellent 
appearance and color retention, as well as having excellent 
weather-resistance. Among KCC products, Sensemel Gold is 
an excellent example of solvent borne alkyd coatings. Sensemel 
Gold features superb gloss and weather-resistance and is quick 
to dry, and it also has excellent durability, water-resistance, and 
flame-resistance and provides excellent protection against oil and 
mineral oil. 
Solvent borne stain coatings is a wood penetration type protective 
coatings and has excellent anti-corrosion, insect-resistance, and 
water-repellency. KCC’s solvent borne stain coatings products 
are ”Prostain Neo” and  “Woodsense,”  a premium stain coatings 
unveiled in February 2018. Made using high-saturation, high-
transparency pigments,  “Woodsense”  boasts beautiful colors 
and excellent transparency and elegantly embodies the texture of 
wood. Meanwhile, “Sensetan” which will release in May 2018, is 
a versatile urethane coatings possessing excellent durability and 
gloss and can be applied to PCM steel plates, steel, steel plates, 
non-ferrous metal, tiles, wood, concrete and various coatings. KCC 
plans to continually develop new products for the diversification 
of its coatings products applicable to pre-existing coatings. 

KCC Campaign for 
Active Communication!

mission # 1
Never make rash judgements!

Lose preconceptions

mission # 2
The process of speaking well 

and listening well
Use positive expressions

High Quality 
& High Gloss

Proud KCC
Product Research
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Waterproofing is preventing penetration and permeation of moisture or humidity. If leakage occurs, the 
neutralization of the concrete accelerates by the penetration of moisture, consequently shortening the life of the 
building. Therefore, to extend the life of buildings, thorough waterproofing is required. For that reason, choosing 
the right waterproofing materials is very important. 
After significant improvements were made on its inherent problems such as swelling and the pinhole phenomenon, 
KCC’s representative waterproof decorative coatings Sporthane has been maintaining the No.1 spot in sales in the 
Korean market. In 2017, KCC released  “Sporthane Waterproofing Coat KS Class 1 (Premium)”  and  “Sporthane 
Topcoat (Energy),”  which can prevent the internal temperatures of facilities from rising thanks to its heat-shielding 
properties. In addition, in keeping with the market trends that emphasize eco-friendliness, in May 2017, KCC 
released a product free of hazardous heavy metals and harmful phthalate and subsequently obtained the eco-label 
certificate for the product in January 2018. KCC’s Hyperurea, which is waterproof and also applicable to flooring, 
possessing both the durability of epoxy and the excellent weather-resistance and elongation of urethane, and it can 
also significantly shorten the coatings time as it hardens within just a few minutes (elongation: the degree to which 
the material stretches). In addition, with the obtaining of various patents and certifications regarding the product, 
including ozone treatment facility patent, explosion proof patent, KS certification, moisture permeability and 
HACCP certification, KCC was also able to have its technology acknowledged. 

Flooring decorative coatings refers to the type of 
coatings that is applied to the floor of any space. It 
is mainly applied to parking lots, factories, general 
indoor spaces, offices, warehouses and distribution 
centers. The most important thing when it comes 
to Flooring decorative coatings is dustproof ability. 
This is because dust can have harmful effects on the 
human body and can also affect production yield in 
the case of factories. On the other hand, at places 
where heavy equipment comes and goes, because 
of the possibility of cracks occurring on concrete 
floors, Flooring decorative coatings with high 
mechanical strength and impact-resistance capable 
of preventing such cracks and creating a clean 
environment is needed. 
KCC offers many different lines of products to suit 
the characteristics of each application site, from 
economic products to high-durability products 
used for places with high traffic levels such as 
commercial facilities. As KCC has a wide range 
of products including those with strengthened 
functional features such as slip prevention, noise 
reduction, and impact-resistance, there are a 
lot of choices available.  KCC is working hard to 
continually improve the quality of its currently 
released products while developing new products by 
identifying customers’ new needs.

Waterproof

Mechanical Strength 
& Impact Resistance
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Waterproof decorative coatings “Sporthane”

Flooring decorative coatings “Unipoxy”



DIY paint refers to the type of paint designed to be applied by the consumer 
themselves. DIY paint is mainly used for furniture such as desks, chairs, 
cabinets, dining tables, storage boxes, as well as for when undertaking 
interior work involving wallpapers, doors, door frames, etc. As people’s 
interest in DIY home decor is on the rise, KCC has launched a total of nine 
products to accommodate these new needs, starting with the DIY eco-friendly 
waterborne coatings brand  “SUPRO Home&”  in 2015. All products under 
KCC's  “SUPRO Home&”  brand have obtained the highest rating on both the 
eco-label certificate (Korea Environmental Industry & Technology Institute) 
and the environment-friendly building material certificate (HB mark), and 
they are also safe to use as they don’t contain any volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs). In particular,  “KCC SUPRO Home&Wellbeing”  possesses the KAA 
atopy safety mark and can thus be applied to children’s rooms and facilities 
such as kindergartens and daycare centers. In the future, KCC plans to secure 
a variety of channels through which consumers can access its products so 
that as well as from general coatings dealers, consumers can also receive 
enough information from large retailers, discount stores, the Internet or 
mobile devices before choosing a particular product and color. 

Coil coatings is a type of coatings used for products that are processed (molding, 
assembly, etc.) using PCM plates. Coil coatings is largely divided into one for 
architectural purposes and one for home appliances. Coil coatings for architectural 
purposes is used for exterior/interior material panels. For instance, thermal insulations 
such as Glass Wool are fitted with steel plates on their front and back. PCM steel plates, 
which are exposed to the outside, require weather-resistance and corrosion-resistance. 
For that reason, KCC’s coil coatings for architectural purposes was designed to provide 
excellent levels of weather-resistance, chemical-resistance, and corrosion-resistance. 
In addition, it creates a beautiful appearance through its print patterns and gives the 
building with a self-cleaning function, increasing the building’s value. The most recently 
developed next-generation durable polyester (NDP) coatings features superior weather-
resistance compared to high-weather-resistance polyester coatings under various 
climatic conditions. In addition, as it possesses highly solid content, it can reduce the 
amount of coatings use, and it is also environmentally-friendly because the amount 
of solvent volatilized is small. Reflecting the market’s needs, KCC plans to focus on 
developing coil coatings for architectural purposes capable of leading the market through 
the development of high-definition, high-gloss coatings, stylish textured coatings, and 
waterborne coatings, while expanding its market share based on products endowed with 
non-polluting, anti-fungal, heat-shielding, anti-static and anti-graffiti properties. 

Do 
It 
Yourself
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Weather Resistance
KCC's architectural coil coatings 

has been applied to KINTEX

DIY paint “SUPRO Home&”

Coil coatings



Powder coatings for steel pipes are used to prevent the corrosion of pipelines. KCC's 
powder coatings for steel pipes, the first of its kind to have been independently developed 
in South Korea, is recognized for its technological excellence in the global market with 
high Tg technology and high corrosion resistance.   

eveloped with Proprietary 
Technology for the First time in 
Korea
Powder coatings for steel pipes are 
used on the outside and inside of oil, 

gas, and water pipes to prevent corrosion of pipelines. 
In addition, powder coatings protect the inside of the 
pipe from the fluid and reduces the friction losses 
during flow, thereby enhancing flow efficiency. Powder 
coatings is environmentally-friendly, consisting solely of 
solids without any solvent content and is also referred 
to as Fusion Bonded Epoxy (FBE) coatings, as it is an 
epoxy-based powder coatings that coats preheated 
pipes by being sprayed onto them.
KCC has developed its own FBE using proprietary 
technology, for the first time in Korea, and KCC's FBE 
is now competing in the global market based on its 
superior properties made possible via the company’s 
advanced technology, including excellent adhesion, 
flexibility, and high corrosion resistance. In addition, 
KCC’s FBE features high-temperature resistance, high-
pressure resistance, chemical resistance, and long-term 
water resistance, which are required to prevent the 
applied coatings from losing adhesion and disbonding 
amid high-temperature conditions, as well as other 
physical properties that meet the specifications for 
various client's coatings procedures.
Also, KCC’s FBE used inside oil pipelines and gas 
pipes has had its quality approved by state-owned oil 
companies in Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, 
Oman and Kuwait. On the other hand, FBE for water 
pipes has been certified as being suitable for water 
pipes by passing the specification test of the Water 
Regulations Advisory Scheme (WRAS) in the UK.

The Realization of Heat Resistance and High 
Corrosion Resistance Technology
The key technology in realizing KCC’s FBE is glass 
transition temperature (Tg) technology. KCC has 
achieved a high Tg for its FBE by making the bond 

between the molecular groups denser and increasing 
the density of curing, so that the product can be used 
in high-temperature conditions. Furthermore, KCC 
has significantly moderated the reduction in flexibility 
and adhesion which is often the result of increasing the 
Tg, thereby acquiring the physical properties required 
of a FBE and further enhancing the product’s overall 
competitiveness. Corrosion resistance technology 
plays an essential role in this as well.
In other words, KCC strengthened the product’s 
adhesion through property changes in its polymers 
and created a dual effect of organic and inorganic 
materials, which increased the product’s corrosion 
resistance as a result. Standard FBE usually has a Tg 
of 115°C or less. However, as the demand for high 
Tgs which enable the coatings to withstand high 
temperatures has been increasing recently around the 
world, there is surging demand not only for powder 
coatings with a Tg of 120°C but also for those with 
a Tg of 140°C or higher. KCC obtained Aramco's 
certification for high Tgs 120°C and 140°C even before 
such a trend surfaced and is continuing its research on 
higher temperature products.
Thanks to such excellent technologies, KCC’s FBE 
currently occupies the largest market share in the 
Middle East. Powder Coatings Research’s Manager 
Hyun-woong Wang explained that the reason 
why KCC’s FBE could achieve such a high level of 
technology is that KCC’s internal resin research team, 
analysis team and KCC’s raw material suppliers 
actively cooperate with each other to further KCC’s 
technology, adding that the current goal of his 
department is to develop better products through 
technological development and rapid analysis of 
and responsiveness to trends. He added that, going 
forward, KCC will continue to develop products 
capable of leading the global market and continue 
to make efforts to reach more potential customers 
around the world.

Leading the Global Market 
with High Tg Technology 

Proud KCC
Excellent Technology
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Excellent adhesion

[KCC powder coatings for steel pipes] 

High temperature, 
High pressure, 

Chemical resistance
Flexibility High corrosion 

resistance

High temperature 
and long-term water 

resistance

* Tg(glass transition temperature): the temperature at which the molecules of a 
 macromolecular material begin actively moving due to heat stimulation.

KCC’s Powder Coatings for Steel pipes
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Global KCC : Turkey
Global Network

Special Theme

When looking at a map, you can see that Turkey virtually straddles the border between Asia and Europe. A place 
that provides you with the opportunity to take in beautiful natural wonders such as Pamukkale and Cappadocia, 
as well as exotic visuals where eastern and western cultures come together. Turkish people preserve their 
traditions and customs based on the culture of the country’s largest religion, Islam, and at the same time, they 
are also setting the stage for growth as a country by implementing strategies for sustainable economic growth 
and economic stabilization policies. Turkey, which is also known for its people’s excellent sense of color, just so 
happens to be where KCT is located, KCC’s Turkish subsidiary which deals in various kinds of coatings, including 
automotive coatings, coil coatings, marine coatings and powder coatings. Celebrating the 10th year anniversary 
of its commercial production this year, KCT is currently expanding its business efforts in Turkey, where the 
end of the Asian continent concludes and the edge of Europe begins, while drafting a blueprint for the 100th 
anniversary of its founding that will surely arrive one day in the future. 

Gebze



Global KCC : Turkey
Overseas Subsidiary 

With Visions of becoming 
the Sales Hub for Coatings

KCC Boya Sanayi Ve Ticaret Ltd. Sti.

Thousand-year-old mystical Turkey is known for its vivid colors. It’s main mosque, ‘Sultan Ahmed Mosque’ 
is filled with daily colors, such as the walls that are painted in natural colors, the splendid ceiling painting 
and stained glass, carpets full of the harmony of patterns and colors, tableware made of natural colors which 
decorate the dining table, and more. In this ‘Land of Color’ stands KCC’s Turkey Subsidiary Company (KCC 
Boya Sanayi Ve Ticaret Ltd Sti., hereafter KCT). Let’s take a closer look at the story of KCT, a reputable 
global player located in the Gebze Organized Industrial Zone, known as Turkey’s Silicon Valley. 
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Special Theme

CT Standing Amidst the Fierce 
Coatings Market in Turkey, the 
Kingdom of Colors
“Günaydın!” Employees greet each 
other in the early morning and prepare 
themselves for the day before work 

with a simple meal of bread and tea. This is a common 
morning ritual at KCT. KCT, which first began production 
on April 1, 2008, is currently comprised of five expatriates 
and 100 local employees with main business sectors 
consisting of automobile coatings, coil coatings, marine 
coatings and powder coatings. Also, the branch has been 
expanding throughout the Turkish market with refinish 
products and coatings for general industry. Beginning 
this year, KCT also started supplying construction epoxy 
coatings for floorings. Just as the nickname ‘Kingdom 
of Colors’ implies, the coatings market is brimming with 
fierce competition. Global companies entered the market 
very early on and over 1,000 small local businesses also 
occupy the market. 
General Manager Nam-ho Lee, in charge of production, 
sales and technology of coatings, explained “Just as China 
is the manufacturing hub of the world, Turkey acts as 
the manufacturing hub of Europe and also has its own 
market. The challenges we face include the cut-throat 
price competition due to the large number of market 
entrants and producing high-quality products to meet 
the demands of European clients.” Amidst this intense 
competition, KCT has strengthened its competitiveness 
via notable traits such as quick responsiveness to client 
demands, imposing short deadlines and possessing a 
diverse portfolio. Quick responses and short deadlines 
are characteristics of Korean companies that are always 
striving to satisfy clients, and these factors are helping to 
deeply satisfy clients. In addition, a diverse portfolio is the 
strongest attribute of KCT. KCT is the only manufacturer 
in the local and global market that provides liquid and 
powder coatings. “Promoting construction material is a 
rarity in the coatings industry, but we can do so thanks to 
our diverse portfolio. Last year, we provided steel frame 
coatings for the steam power plant in Turkmenistan. 
We additionally provided ceiling and flooring materials 
for the office rooms by importing the products from 
Korea. The task was conducted in collaboration with our 
construction materials export team at headquarters”, 
General Manager Jae-kil Lee of Sales Team 1 explained as 
he talked about how the colorful portfolio of KCC serves 
as the basis of KCT’s growth. 

Continued Growth through Understanding and 
Communicating Culture
KCT is continually growing with clear competitiveness. 
Sales have grown rapidly since the last half year, and 
monthly sales have recorded an all-time high this April, 
exceeding all forecasted goals. What’s most encouraging 
is that KCT won the coatings color bid for Hyundai 
Motors back in July, 2013. Out of ten colors, KCT won 
the contract for nine colors. As all colors were new to 
KCT, technicians of both headquarters and KCT put forth 
their best efforts, succeeding in matching the colors of 
vehicle bodies and bumpers. Manager Cheol-yong Kim 
who is in charge of technical support and quality issues 
for the automobile client network pays daily visits to 
clients, albeit brief, to listen to any feedback. For quality 
issues that are difficult to handle at the branch level such 
as wrong coloring or disfigurement of exterior coatings, 
he requests a project to headquarters. Manager Kim 
also renews coatings settings on production lines and 
optimizes the printing department to achieve the best 
performance in coatings quality. In addition, he has 
been regularly visiting Egypt every month for technical 
support. Egypt is full of opportunities for networking 
with new clients, and he is assessing new chances for 
expansion into the Egypt market. The basis on which KCT 
was able to plant its roots and bloom in the local market 
is communication. Expatriates of KCT do their best to 
speak Turkish for smoother communication with locals. 
Also, KCT possesses a unique culture for communication. 
Deputy General Manager Yoon-ju Shin told us about the 
days they visit local households. “Once a month, we select 
two employees in production lines. The manager pays 
their homes a visit with some household necessities. This 
is the chance to take a look at how our employees live. 
We can have more candid conversations while sharing a 
home-cooked meal.” This has become a unique culture 
to KCT which boosts understanding of local employees 
and their culture and goes on to inspire our Turkish 
employees. KCT has been a pioneer and strong performer 
in the Turkish coatings market over the last ten years 
since launching production. We actively cheer KCT on 
as they create new businesses and expand their client 
network to help realize a new ten-year era. 

The head of KCT Yong Soon Park who started his position this January, 
wishes to provide a guideline for stronger growth for KCT stemming 
from his prominent international sales experience. He has shown strong 
affection to his role, referring to KCT as “the perfect package for coatings 
sales.” We recently took a closer look at his future goals and plans. 

Hello I’m Yong Soon Park, Head of KCT. This is my 26th year at KCC since 
starting out here in 1993. I conducted owner promotions in coatings for 
containers and ships at our Germany branch and worked on global sales by 
establishing our office in Greece, first in total number of ships of the world. 
After that, I returned to Korea where I served as the General Manager of 
the overseas marine coatings team which exports marine coatings and also 
served as head of our Pohang sales office, handling various Products of 
KCC. I also enhanced my capabilities in the strategic planning div. KCT first 
started out by focusing on sales of automobile OEM coatings. Now it is one 
of the small number companies that provide refinishing sales. It provides 
all coatings products of KCC and has become “the best coatings package 
regarding sales”. I will be sure to leverage my many years of experience in 
working abroad and at home handling many different coatings and do my 
best to ensure the strong growth of KCT. 

Striving to be Competitive in the Coatings Market 
Turkey is located where Europe, Asia and the Middle East come together, 
making it the ideal base for global market entry. On the other hand, 
competition is extremely fierce amongst global and local companies in the 
coatings market. To further its influence in this kind of market, KCT needs 
experienced employees that possess a solid grasp of knowledge of materials 
and product localization and the local market. Turkey has different 
expectations on quality according to coatings items. For instance, clients 
have high expectations regarding automobile coatings, but for general 
industrial coatings, they demand alkyd-quality coatings. We need to 
provide quality accordingly. For materials, we need a localization strategy 
for better price competition and to supply items quickly. Local experienced 
employees and technicians at our headquarters are working together to 
develop locally-suited products. This is to achieve product localization and 
high-quality product development built on the abundant experience of 
local employees along with our technicians at headquarters. 

Ten-year Anniversary and the Coming Future
2018 is a meaningful year for KCT as we’ve now reached ten years of 
business production. I was personally very interested in KCT as I aided 
in its establishment while working in our branch office in Greece. I have 
special feelings about our Turkish entity which has reached its ten-
year anniversary where operations are now peaking. I want to thank our 
sojourning and local employees who were and are all part of KCT. I believe 
that this is a year where KCT will prosper even more. We’ve been preparing 
for entry into the small coatings sector including general industrial 
coatings and refinishing coatings. This is the year where we feel that efforts 
will really bear fruit. We will develop a good composition by developing a 
‘localized mix.’ KCT is the closest coatings plant to Europe, and I hope for it 
to become the foothold for market expansion for the area including Europe, 
the Middle East, North Africa, Russia and Iran. On behalf of our KCC 
employees all over the world, we kindly ask for your continued interest in 
our pursuits.

Mini Interview
We’ll engage the Turkish market with 
localized materials and products! 

Head of KCT
Yong Soon Park

K
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Taking another Leap via a 
Balanced Portfolio 

KCT Sales Section l

ncompassing the Entire Turkish Region
Initially, KCT started off with just one sales team with 
main products including automotive coatings, coil 
coatings, marine coatings, powder coatings and heavy 
duty coatings. As KCT grew, it diversified products and 
started to also supply general industry, refinish and 

epoxy flooring. The sales team eventually split into Team 1 and 2, each 
specializing in different groups of products. On Sales Team 1, there 
are 11 team members including deputy general manager Jae-kil Lee. 
Business is mainly conducted via direct sales, so contacts are based 
on client accounts that operate a network. Due to the diversity of the 
business items, clients vary widely in size and location. In the case of 
automotive coatings, most business affairs are handled with clients 
located in Izmit, Bursa, Manisa where famous car makers are located 
including Hyundai Motors. And for coil coatings, sales operations 
are based around the Gebze Organized Industrial Zone where KCT is 
located, but also extend to the West and South of Turkey. Sales Team 1 
has been putting forth great efforts to engage more potential clients as 
a means to expand our market. Thanks to these efforts, KCT tallied the 

When operating a business and 
establishing a strong reputation, 
business recognition must be 
sought through uncovering new 
markets and meeting numerous 
clients. Even more time and effort 
are required to expand a business 
into a different country where 
culture and language differ. KCT 
was able to establish itself in the 
Turkish coatings market where 
fierce competition is prevalent 
among many renowned global 
companies thanks to our Sales 
Team. Our Sales Team took time to 
thoroughly analyze Turkish culture 
in an effort to better understand 
and communicate with the market. 

highest monthly revenue since its operations last April. 

New businesses launched to expand our operating scope 
had borne fruit and existing businesses broadened their 
networks as a result. And Sales Team 1 does not aim to 
stop here. They remain determined to accelerate their 
efforts to help realize continuous growth for KCT based 
on customer satisfaction.

Proactive Communication to Help Propel KCT’s 
Growth 
The most critical factor in sales is communication. 
However, it is not easy to communicate with people 
of a different culture that speak a different language. 
Understanding and consideration are required even more 
so to work together in a place such as Turkey, which also 
happens to be an Islamic country. More than 98% of 
Turkish people are Muslims and abide by specific prayer 
hours five times a day. Local employees of KCT wish to do 
so as well. On this note, KCT allows employees to leave 

the company premises from 12:45 P.M. for an hour every 
Friday, so that they can say their prayers in a nearby 
mosque.  

Cultural differences exist during company meetings as 
well. However, the Sales Team holds meetings as often as 
possible help to narrow these differences and more clients 
are becoming interested in not just KCT but also Korea, 
where the company’s head office is based. Furthermore, 
the Sales Team strives to deeply understand the daily 
lives of the Turkish people to devise and carry out sales 
strategy. As the doctrine of Islam prohibits alcohol, tea 
and coffee culture are very developed in Turkish culture. 
“Turkish people consider drinking tea or coffee together 
to be important that there is usually a separate tea table 
in front of their desks,” Lee explained. “Accept the offer 
of tea or coffee, even if you can’t finish the whole cup. 
It will definitely set the right tone.” The Turkish are 
also proud of that fact that the world’s first coffeehouse 
originated from the Ottoman Empire, the roots of their 
nation. It’s an interesting fact that communication with 
a client becomes much easier by talking about Turkish 
coffee. Sales Team 1 always endeavors to maintain close 
communication with the client. What is their number 
one rule of operation? Immediate responsiveness. Lack 
of response to a client’s inquiry is simply unacceptable. 
Whether it can be solved straight away or not, an answer 
that the message has been received must be given right 
away. If the task will take time, a deadline must be 
determined and notified. Especially in the automobile 
industry where factory lines operate 24/7, an immediate 
response is essential even during late hours. Through 
these diverse approaches to business, Sales Team 1 
has set its goal as ‘15% year on year revenue growth’. 
Currently, KCT operates in many areas ranging from 
automotive coatings to epoxy flooring coatings. Revenue 
differs according to sector, and focusing on just one sector 
exposes the entire company’s revenue to fluctuation risks. 
The plan is to stabilize the business by balancing the 
portfolio with 20% per sector. The team will also invest 
in strengthening employees’ individual aptitudes and will 
engage in active training so that each salesperson can 
become an expert in coatings, enabling them to handle 
4~5 types of coatings at once. We hope to see a more 
outstanding performance by Sales Team 1 in the Turkish 
coatings market through enhanced communication and 
improving overall employee competency, which will lead 
to the fundamental growth of KCT.   

E
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KCT Members with Pride
Tyfun Polat & Esma Nur Çakmak KCT’s growth over the last ten years was built thanks to the hard work of our expatriates and local 

employees. Among them are those who have been with KCT from the beginning. Tyfun Polat from the 
powder coatings production team and Esma Nur Çakmak from the coatings production team. Let’s take a 
look at the stories and learn about these proud employees who put their best efforts at their positions. 

ey Member of Powder Coatings Production 
Team, Tyfun
Tyfun is a coatings expert who already accumulated 
seven years of experience in a different coatings 
company before he joined KCT in 2008, back when 
it started producing commercial coatings. Currently, 

he is in charge of production planning and management of coatings. His 
tasks cover a wide range including printing process and quality report 
cards, production, placing orders, material and HR management. The 
coatings production operates based on 2-shift operations. Every morning, 
he thoroughly reviews last evening’s operation in detail. He checks on any 
equipment errors, production quantity, need for extra work or if there was 
any overtime work the night before. Having been promoted four times 
over the last ten years since starting out as a production employee, Tyfun 
is doing his best at his job. Since he has been with KCT from the outset, 
he reminisces on the old days now that the company has experienced 
such notable growth. He is pleased to state, “Production quantities have 
increased largely over the initial days of KCT. We’ve grown so much that 
we need to operate on two shifts now.” The ten-year time period also 
expanded his understanding of Korea, where KCT’s headquarters are 
located. Although Korea and Turkey differ in culture, he has accepted 
the differences and exerted more effort into understanding them. As a 
result, he successfully affirmed his place in KCT, being recognized for his 
capabilities. He possesses a high knowledge of equipment since he is a 
starting member of the company, and he has obtained know-how on how 
to meet deadlines by planning and managing production when an order is 
given. In addition, he is excelling as a manager by deeply listening to his 
employees to help mediate issues so as to prevent problems, a hallmark of 
what makes a good manager. Last year, the powder coatings production 
team began manufacturing general powder coatings products which are 
more suited for the domestic market compared to functional coatings 
which targets the market in the Middle East. Tyfun revealed his desire to 

make this market grow and to put in more effort to learn more about the 
technologies behind powder coatings. We look forward to the future steps 
Tyfun takes in order to gain more power in the Turkish market for KCT.  

KCT is Like a Family, Esma
Esma began working for KCT back in 2009 as her first job. She now finds 
herself in charge of coatings production management and prepares and 
controls overall supply for production such as raw materials and by-
products. Every day, she comes into work and checks the production status 
quo from the night before. Every morning, she prints out a production 
command table and creates a production plan where she checks the 
inventory of source material, by-products and reserves. After lunch, she 
prepares a production command table for the next day and prints out the 
labels sent from the quality team. It’s also her responsibility to check for 
equipment errors when the quality team makes a request or problems with 
the MES system occur. Looking ahead and being able to handle multiple 
jobs at the same time as a whole is necessary for the smooth flow of 
coatings production. 
Esma said that KCT is like a family and home to her. “KCT is the first job I’ve 
ever had. It’s where I’ve been earning my keep in life and learning lessons 
along the way. It’s not an exaggeration when I say this is an important 
chapter in my life”, she exclaimed. Esma puts more effort into her work 
because of her deep attachment to it, and positive results are coming as a 
result. Esma always checks and runs simulations in advance in order to be 
mindful of any potential shortages. For instance, as the imported material 
for production takes two months to arrive from Korea, Esma always make 
sure there are substitutes for it in case the shortage of materials. When 
problems occur during coatings production, she not only taps into her 
experience but communicates with the MES team to solve them. Esma’s 
goal is to become recognized for her abilities and become a manager. She 
possesses great pride in her work and is extremely happy to be doing so. 
We cheer her on for further growth. 
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Striving for Continued 
Collaboration 
via New Business Creation

TATA STEEL İSTANBUL METAL SAN. TİC. A.Ş. 

Our client company ‘TATA STEEL İSTANBUL METAL SAN. TİC. A.Ş. (referred 
to as TaTa Steel Turkey) is a highly capable color steel coatings company 
that is working feverishly to achieve strong growth in the home appliances 
and construction industry. The company has been working with us since its 
establishment and is aiming to lead the Turkish market based on its strong sense 
of global responsibility and always pushing boundaries. Let’s take a closer look at 
the unique collaborative relationship between Tata Steel Turkey and KCT.  Can you please provide us with an overview 

 of Tata Steel Turkey?

Tata Steel is a subsidiary of India’s leading multinational 
company Tata Group. It is the first private integrated 
steel company. It’s proven to be a solid company ranking 
among the top 10 steel producers in the world, operating 
in 26 different countries. Tata Steel Turkey is TaTa Steel’s 
Turkey factory which was built in 1999 and it started to 
apply coil coatings in 2000. It is in charge of coatings 
the steel produced and delivered from its affiliates. The 
processing companies use the steel we coat to make 
external panels for refrigerators or sandwich panels. 
Current client companies include domestic sandwitch 
panels and Electrolux and Whirlpool in Europe. We 
are also gradually expanding into the home appliances 
industry in Turkey.  

 While working together, what have you 
 found to be the strengths of KCT?

The distance of Tata Steel Turkey and KCT is only a 
90-minute ride, making it easy to supply coatings. Also, 
KCT’s technical details are outstanding, product shipment 
is quick and responsiveness to errors is immediate. When 
quality figures don’t meet our internal color control 
machine standards, we must reorder a new supply. We 
fully trust KCT, as the quality differential is minuscule. 
For us, “customer satisfaction” is the most critical factor. 
If the customer is happy, this creates a positive cycle for 
us, and builds a win-win situation for Tata Steel Turkey 
and KCT.

 How are you collaborating 
 with KCT?

We started working with KCT in 2008. Currently, we 
collaborate in coil coatings such as polyester primer, 
top coat and back coat. We receive two separate types 
of supplies: coatings for building materials and home 
appliances. What’s unique is that we co-developed the 
‘signal white’ color which is used frequently in white-
colored steel. We worked together from the beginning, 
and KCT has now been providing supplies for more 
than five years since development. It’s left us with a big 
impression. Last year, a new issue came about. Other 
than coatings steel during the coatings process, we also 
adhere film to steel. KCT’s headquarters KCC applied 
their film adhesive for steel sheets to Korean-produced 
film and sent it to us. The sample was approved after 
internal review. When demand arises in the future, we 
plan to use KCC’s products. 

 What do you hope to achieve in the future 
 and what would you like to ask of KCT?

Of course, customer satisfaction. We are always trying 
hard to improve, and we hope for our efforts to be passed 
along to our customers. When new demand for colors or 
patterns is triggered, we aim to respond to it as quickly 
as possible in collaboration with KCT, create the product 
accordingly and continue to create new business. KCT is 
doing its best by sending us printed panels and samples. 
We hope KCT continues to provide high-quality products 
as much as they currently do today. 

Company Introduction
Address : Sakarya 1. Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 3 Nolu Yol 
 No:5 54580 Arifiye / Sakarya / TÜRKİYE
Tel : (0264) 291-42-02
Homepage : http://www.tatasteel.com.tr

Special Theme

Dilek Simsek / Technical Manager
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Shaping Steel Industry’s 
Future through Close 
Collaboration

Noksel

The leading steel pipe manufacturer in Turkey, Noksel is focusing on creating synergy with solution providers to help 
bolster their competitiveness amid tough market situations. Noksel is a key client of KCT in the powder coatings field 
and is preparing its near-term growth and also for future market situations. Let’s take a closer look at Noksel’s current 
state and goals. 

 Can you please give us 
 an overview of Noksel?

Since its establishment in 1987, 
Noksel has been producing spiral 
welding steel pipes for various 
business sectors such as power lines 
for oil, natural gas and water in the 
domestic and global markets. Since 
its first production at Iskenderun 
in 1988, Noksel built its second 
production plant in Hendek, Sakarya 
increasing the number of production 
lines to 5 and annual production 
quantity to 350,000 tons. Then, in 
2001, product range expanded to 
general architecture, automobiles and 
furniture. By 2008, Noksel España 
S.A was established to augment our 
stature in the market and become the 
overall leader in the European market. 
Through continuous quality control, 
we received various certifications 
including ISO 9001 and solidified a 
strong reputation. Currently, we are 
home to 460 employees and have 
become a leading company in Turkey.    

 What do you hope to achieve in the  
 future and what would you like to 

 ask of KCT?

Korea and Turkey, with KCT's headquarters, 
are historically strong. As well as Noksel, nearly 
all steel-related companies in Turkey have 
connections with Korean companies. There is an 
FTA between the two countries, which allows for 
regular business. As mentioned above, I have been 
communicating with KCT through the agency ENKI. 
Since the water based epoxy was approved last 
year, direct communication with KCT is increasing. 
KCT's products, as well as KCT's economically 
and technically robust knowledge and project 
management skills, are extremely satisfying. I think 
that it is the best team to guarantee stable service 
and I always appreciate KCT's efforts.

 How are you 
 collaborating with KCT? 

It’s been about ten years since we’ve started working with 
KCT. We’ve been collaborating through ENKI, an agency 
of KCT. The central area of collaboration is applying steel 
pipe powder manufactured by KCT to our spiral welding 
steel pipes to supply to the domestic market. Of 15 powder 
coatings manufacturers in Turkey, only two brands including 
KCT supply functional coatings, so we find KCT’s technology 
to be very impressive. This year, we are testing waterborne 
coatings in effort to collaborate in more areas. We will review 
the functionality of the product and gradually expand our 
range of collaboration. 

 While working together, what have you found 
 to be the strengths of KCT?

Korea, where KCT’s head office is located, and Turkey have maintained 
a strong relationship for years. Not only Noksel but all steel related 
companies in Turkey have deep ties with Korean companies. The 
two countries are involved in an FTA agreement which facilitates 
normal business operations. As I explained beforehand, we’ve been 
communicating through the agency ENKI. But since last year’s 
waterborne epoxy approval, we’ve been engaging in more direct 
communication with KCT. We are delighted not just with KCT’s 
products, but also about its knowledge of economy, technology and 
project management techniques. We feel that KCT is the optimal 
business which guarantees consistent service and we extend our 
gratitude for all your hard work. 

Company Introduction
Address : TEM Bağlantı Yolu 2. km. P.K.70 54300 
 Hendek – Sakarya, Turkey
Tel : 90-264-615-03-00(pbx)
Homepage : http://noksel.com.tr

Of many powder coatings manufacturers 
in Turkey, only two brands including 

KCT supply functional coatings.

Özgür Kaya / Plant Manager
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Concentrating on future 
markets of Turkey
The trade between Korea and Turkey, considered as ‘brother nations’ after the Korean War, was first formed around 
the same time as the establishment of the Republic of Korea government. It continued to expand before the global 
financial crisis in 2008, and as of 2014, Turkey has grown into Korea’s 11th largest trade partner in terms of trade 
surplus. Korea’s exports to Turkey have increased by as much as 25% on annual average from 2000 and 2007, and 
the economic relations between the two nations have become friendlier since formation of the FTA in 2013. Turkey 
is receiving a great deal of global attention as a production hub of Europe. Let’s take a closer look at the localization 
strategies in Turkey where the market competition is becoming progressively more intense.

Written by  Su-jin Hwang (KOTRA Istanbul KBC)

ccording to the industrial 
structure of Turkey, the service 
industry takes up about 60% 
and manufacturing over 30%, 
and the demographic structure 
shows that ages 15-55 exceed 

half the entire population (82 million), making it 
a ‘young’ nation that is rarely found today. This 
is perhaps why European countries are actively 
making investments, and Korean companies 
are contacting KOTRA Istanbul KBC (Korea 
Business Center) to make inquiries about the 
Turkish market. With the announcement of 
Vision 2023 by the current Turkish President, 
government agencies are showing strong interest 
in absorbing new technologies from advanced 
countries. In addition, the news about the 
construction of the Smart City announced in 
2016 has led to a series of projects of varying 
scale including water treatment which is a related 
field. Water treatment projects are actively being 
planned and announced in order to establish 
wastewater treatment facilities, which became 

necessary due to the population that now exceeds 80 
million, confined sites in major urbanized regions such 
as Istanbul, and industrial development. Turkey, as 
the world’s 26th in terms of environment regulation, 
plans to expand application of the MBR method that 
is being avoided by many others due to its high cost 
in water treatment. Approximately 20 public sewage 
disposal plants have been adopting the MBR method 
since 2009, which is still a smaller number than 
Korea. However, since the MBR method is used for 
plant wastewater treatment and reuse especially in the 
industrial fields, and gray water treatment in buildings 
or hotels, the application level is constantly increasing. 
Company ‘A’ is the first MBR manufacturer in Korea 
to turn their focus towards the Turkish market. The 
relationship between ‘A’ and KOTRA Istanbul KBC 
first began in February 2017, when ‘A’ had plans 
to visit IFAT Eurasia 2017 (Feb. 16-18, 2017) and 
requested Turkish water treatment market research, 
development of potential buyers and arrangement 
of meetings. The close cooperation between KOTRA 
Istanbul KBC and ‘A’ led to a successful visit and 
several meetings with potential buyers. After visiting 
IFAT Eurasia 2017, ‘A’ analyzed the basic national and 
infrastructure data obtained during follow-up. After 
that, they applied to KOTRA Istanbul KBC for the 
Branch Office Service* due to language barriers and 
difficulty in going on frequent business trips (because 
of long distance), and began to receive the service as 
of May 2017. After that, discovery of potential buyers, 
potential buyer meetings arranged by exclusive Branch 
Office Service staff for ‘A,’ and active support of ‘A’s 
business trips all led ‘A’ to promote their awareness of 
the Turkish MBR market. Earlier last month, ‘A’ sent 
an offer to the client through a Turkish company about 
a 435-thousand-ton sewage disposal plant, which is 
a mega-sized project in the water treatment field in 
Turkey. This totally surpasses the scale and size of the 
projects ‘A’ had completed/carried out in the past, 
and once they obtain the order for the project, this 

successful case will be the flagship project they can 
tout as being the best practice of overseas expansion of 
MBR products by ‘A.’

The first thing that companies thinking of overseas 
market expansion tend to do is determine the 
exporting of their product to Turkey. If the export 
value is high, it is viewed that the product is promising 
and the company takes action to enter the market in 
haste. However, this also means that the competition 
is intense among Korean companies. There is no 
choice but to offer the product at a lower price than the 
competitors in order to sell it, which may lead to low 
margins and have a negative effect on the company’s 
profit and loss.
As mentioned above, companies must be aware of the 
fact that in order to join the EU, Turkey has a higher 
level of environment regulations to adhere to than 
Korea and that the government agencies have a great 
capacity for absorbing new technologies. Thus, it is 
important to predict future market demands like ‘A’ 
and select the product that may smoothly proceed 
from market entry to development and expansion, 
instead of merely entering a saturated market with 
verified product marketability.

Turkey                   Business

A

* Service that uses global networks of public institutions as a local 
 business base to promote overseas expansion and exports of small and 
 medium Korean companiess
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Istanbul 
Where your visit to Turkey begins and ends

Istanbul is the only city in the world that straddles both Europe and Asia, exuding unique charm that cannot be 
found anywhere else. Offering the perfect trifecta of numerous historical relics, so many that the city’s streets 
themselves are called museums, diverse delicious food, and vivacious yet warm people, Istanbul is certainly a 
wonderful travel destination. Maşallah!

Written by Shin-hye Yang (travel writer)
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P ractically everything you see is a 
historical relic
Istanbul’s most vital landmark with a 
history so long that the stones under 
your feet could even be timeless relics, 
Ayasofya is a museum that has also served 

as a cathedral for Catholics and a mosque for Muslims in 
the past. A melange of Catholic and Islamic cultures has 
made Ayasofya a unique structure that cannot be found 
anywhere else in the world, and it is widely considered the 
masterpiece of Byzantine art. Originally built in the year 
360 AD, Ayasofya was rebuilt in 532 AD following a major 
fire outbreak, and for its reconstruction, columns taken 
from the Temple of Artemis and the Temple of Apollo 
were used. Ayasofya was later repurposed as a mosque by 
the Ottoman Turks, who added to the building a minaret, 
an Islamic style spire. In accordance with the doctrines of 
Islam which forbid worshiping idols, the building’s inner 
mosaics were lime-plastered and covered with letters 
from the Koran, but when the building was repurposed as 
a museum, many of its mosaics were restored. Legend has 
it that if you put your finger in the small hole in a certain 
wall on the first floor of the building and turn the finger 
around once, your wish will come true. The Sultan Ahmed 
Mosque near Ayasofya is the world's most beautiful 
mosque which was completed in 1616 AD and is often 
referred to as the Blue Mosque due to the 21,000 blue 
tiles that adorn its interior. It is also the only mosque in 
the world that has as many as six minarets. 
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Two palaces with totally different kinds of appeal
Having been previously owned by the Ottoman 
dynasty who ruled Europe for as much as 
400 years, the Topkapi Palace now houses a 
considerable amount of tremendously valuable 
artifacts, the most famous of which is the Topkapi 
dagger, which is adorned with gold, emeralds and 
diamonds. The palace’s walls are decorated with 
Arabesque motifs, a key element of Islamic style, 
while its windows are decorated with stained 
glass, which originated from Western Europe. 
This gives us a glimpse of a side of the Ottoman 
Empire that did not fail to embrace exquisite 
things regardless of their origins. In contrast to the 
Topkapi Palace which feels rather crude from its 
main gate, the Dolmabahce Palace is characterized 
by its grand splendor. Dolma means “completely 
full” in Turkish, and the palace was given its name 
because its garden was created by reclaiming 
land from a gulf of the ocean, and as such, it is 
also referred to as the Palace on the Sea. Having 
drawn inspiration from the Palace of Versailles in 
France, the Dolmabahce Palace displays a mixture 
of Baroque and Rococo styles, and it also boasts 

an enormous size, housing 285 rooms, 43 halls, 14 
tons of gold and 40 tons of silver, and numerous 
chandeliers. All of the 156 clocks inside the palace 
are all set at 9:05 am, and the reason is to honor 
former president Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, also 
known as the father of Turkey. On November 10 
of every year from 9:00 am to 9:05 am, people all 
across Turkey observe a moment of silence to pay 
their respects to him.  

Turkey, one of the world's top 3 gourmet 
countries 
The kings of the Ottoman dynasty are also known 
for having enjoyed a variety of feasts, and the 
predilection was such that there even was a 
draconian rule that stated that chefs must be 
beheaded if they have set upon the table even just 
a single dish that was served before. As a result, 
the chefs had to come up with new dishes on a 
daily basis, which is said to have significantly 
contributed to the diversity of Turkish cuisine until 
now. In addition, Turkey is a country that is almost 
fully capable of sustaining itself, and you can see 
various vegetables that are fresh and of excellent 

quality in any market throughout the country. 
Kebabs, the most popularized Turkish dish, are 
innumerably diverse and even vary by region, and 
they also have different names depending on the 
recipe and the meat used. Ayran, a traditional 
Turkish drink, is salt-laced yogurt and always 
accompanies a Turkish meal. Because the drink 
aids in digestion, we recommend you enjoy your 
meal together with Ayran when in Turkey. One 
thing you shouldn’t miss on your trip to Turkey 
is kahvaltı, Turkish breakfast widely praised by 
travelers from all over the world. Each household 
has a different combination for kahvaltı, but the 
basic components are an assortment of cheeses, 
olives, tomatoes, cucumbers, eggs, sliced ham, 
honey, and ekmek served with Turkish tea.  

Ramadan, a holy month that comes around 
every year
From May 15 to June 14, 2018 is when Ramadan, 
Islam's biggest religious observance, takes place. 
During the holy month of Ramadan, Muslims are 
forbidden from consuming any food other than 
water throughout the day. The purpose of the 

observance is to strengthen one’s religious faith 
through a desire-restraining act called fasting 
and to feel gratitude for food which is seen as a 
God-given gift, as well as to share the pain of the 
hungry. During Ramadan, a Ramadan market takes 
place near Sultanahmet Station. Here, you can buy 
a range of products from Turkey's specialty roses 
to a variety of handicrafts and Turkish desserts. In 
addition, there is the nazar boncuk, a blue evil eye 
talisman which could make a meaningful souvenir. 
The nazar boncuk is an excellent souvenir to 
give to your loved ones because it protects them 
from the devil who otherwise would get jealous 
upon seeing their precious things. On a related 
note, in Turkey, you can see people try to protect 
themselves from the devil by uttering “Maşallah” 
when they see a beautiful goods or people. Because 
Muslims have to fast during Ramadan, they eat 
highly nutritious food such as nakhle and Hurma 
during that period. The last day of Ramadan is 
Seker Bayram, a big holiday celebrating the ritual 
of fasting that sees many Turkish people visit their 
hometowns to meet their families. 

Istanbul
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Spicy Late-night Snacks 
in Korea

Korea has a developed culture of eating late-night snacks. Koreans particularly love spicy food. 
Fiery jjamppong, spicy chicken, hot and spicy chicken feet (dakbal), and spicy tteokbokki cooked 

with ingredients that have intense flavors such as chili powder or garlic are considered soul foods in 
Korea. Spicy foods are also known to help lose weight in addition to relieving stress. 

he culture of doing something at night 
has developed more in Korea than 
other countries. This is why many 
people stay awake until late at night, 
which means that many people also 
enjoy having late-night snacks. It is 

not unusual to find flyers for late-night food deliveries 
stuck on your front door. Is there any other country 
where the late-night snack culture has advanced this 
much? Chicken is undoubtedly the most favorite late-
night snack. With variations in taste and form such as 
soy sauce chicken, garlic chicken and curry chicken, 
this snack has become an iconic late-night snack in 
Korea. Cold beer is also the perfect match for chicken. 
There has been some reports that the pairing of these 
two is actually not good for health, but people cannot 
give up this perfect harmony of chicken and beer, so 
they still cry out for ‘chimaek’ (fried chicken and beer). 
Spicy foods are definitely just as popular as chicken 
for late-night snacks. Spicy foods that seem to set 
your insides on fire the moment you put them in your 
mouth, such as hot chicken feet (dakbal), jokbal (pig’s 
trotters) or tteokbokki, are popular late-night snacks. 
In particular, chicken feet are the perfect match 
when you crave for a beer. This snack is notably more 
popular among women because one serving is small 
and not overly heavy for women. Spicy chicken feet are 
perfectly matched with steamed eggs and rice balls. 
Jokbal is rich in collagen and is known to be excellent 
for skincare and anti-aging. It has a fun, chewy texture 
and tastes better with spicy makguksu (buckwheat 
noodles). Tteokbokki (stir-fried rice cake) is soul food 

for Koreans and appeals to the taste buds of everyone 
regardless of age with the chewy rice cake and spicy 
gochujang (red pepper paste). Recently, there are 
many new fusion tteokbokki dishes that are different 
from the conventional kind, offering more options for 
late-night food lovers. Why does spicy taste appeal 
to people despite the hot burning sensation that sets 
their mouth on fire? This is because spicy taste adds a 
certain savor to the food so that our brains think it is 
more delicious. Capsaicin is the component that affects 
us first when we think of spicy taste. Red pepper seeds 
contain the most capsaicin, and this expands blood 
vessels and helps with blood circulation, and is also 
known to be good for immunity and eye health. 
Spicy taste also helps relieve stress. The taste cells 
can feel a total of five taste sensations such as sweet, 
salty, sour, bitter and savory taste. Spicy taste is 
perceived when the tongue and mucous membrane in 
the mouth feel pain. The brain secretes endorphins as 
a natural painkiller for this pain. Endorphins reduce 
pain and make you feel good. This effect is known 
to be 100 times stronger than morphine, which is 
the main component of opium. Capsaicin in pepper 
also generates heat inside the body and facilitates 
metabolism, thereby promoting lipolysis and helping 
you lose weight. Even though you end up with a 
burning sensation and streams of sweat, you keep 
going back for more of that spicy taste! Why don’t you 
take the plunge and try this addictive and appealing 
taste that will hook you for life?

Spicy taste also helps 
relieve stress. 

T



King Sejong had sincere love for 
his people and spared no effort 
in inventing our own practical 
writing and sounds.
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In the Limelight
Fun with Korean

King Sejong’s love towards his people

transforms into letters
Korea has the Hangeul alphabet that can be used to write down all the sounds in the world. King Sejong who ruled 
Joseon from 1418 to 1450 took pity on his people who could not communicate due to illiteracy, so in 1443, he created a 
28-letter Korean alphabet that is easy for all to learn. Three years later in 1446, Hunminjeongeum containing detailed 
explanations about the letters was published. Having emerged from the king’s will for everyone to communicate with 
easy letters, Hangeul can be regarded as the fruit of the love for the people.

angeul is one of the few writing 
systems in the world with which 
the date of invention, inventor 
and basic principles of invention 
are known. Linguists worldwide 
referred to Hangeul as the 

‘flower of the world’s writing systems,’ admiring the 
principles and shapes of the characters. They also used 
the expression ‘God’s gift to humans.’ In 1997, the 
UNESCO included Hunminjeongeum in the Memory 
of the World Register. The fact that the invention spirit 
of Hangeul is in ‘independence,’ ‘love for the people’ 
and ‘practical use’ is also a reason why it is considered 
the most outstanding writing system 
in the world. Hangeul is a set of 
letters made by King Sejong for his 
people. King Sejong was a king that 
practiced ‘politics based on people,’ 
believing that the people are the 
true foundation of the country. 
Among the countless achievements 
made by King Sejong, the invention 
of Hangeul is definitely the greatest. 
In Year 10 of his rule, Sejong 
received an appeal that Hwa Kim 
in Jinju killed his father, which 
made King Sejong lament, “Killing 
one’s own father is due to the 
foolishness of people who do not know of filial piety.” 
Thus, he selected loyal subjects that are devoted sons 
in Joseon and China, and compiled Sam-Gang-Haeng-
Sil-Do that contains their whereabouts and traces in 
writing and illustrations. However, he realized that the 
illustrations are not enough to make the people realize 
the profound meaning of filial piety, which is why he 
decided to invent a writing system that can be easily 
learned by all. King Sejong first created 17 consonants 
by adding strokes or combining letters based on ‘ㄱ’, 
‘ㄴ’, ‘ㅁ’, ‘ㅅ’, ‘ㅇ’ with scholars at Jiphyeonjeon (Hall 
of Worthies) for over 10 years. This is based on the 
vocal organs or the way sounds are made. Then he 
made 11 vowels using ‘∙’, ‘ㅡ’, ‘ㅣ’. He completed a total 
of 28 letters of Hunminjeongeum (Korean script) in 
1443, which was tested for 3 years before it was finally 
announced to the world on September 10, 1446 on the 

lunar calendar. However, at the time, the ruling class 
was concerned about people learning how to read 
and write. Joseon had a class system that separated 
the ruling class such as yangban and chungin from 
the subjugated class such as sangmin and cheonmin. 
Yangban in the ruling class felt that reading and 
writing Chinese characters was their privilege. It was 
as if Chinese characters were their exclusive property. 
But King Sejong wanted to see the world through the 
eyes of the people, and wanted to free them from the 
reality where they suffer and are repressed due to 
ignorance. He felt there was a need for letters that can 
be easily learned by anyone for the poor people who 

cannot express their mind, and did 
not bend his will despite countless 
objections. Hangeul is now receiving 
attention due to the principle 
of making the letters as well as 
originality and science in addition 
to its invention spirit. While Japan 
can express about 300 sounds and 
China about 400 sounds with their 
languages, Hangeul can express 
as many as 11,000 sounds. Many 
scholars worldwide want to create 
letters modeled after Hangeul, 
which shows that the writing system 
possesses an excellent scientific 

nature and can express sounds freely. This may be 
based on the countless thoughts and efforts by King 
Sejong for his people to learn the script more easily. 
UNESCO gives the King Sejong Literacy Prize every 
year to those who contributed greatly to eradicating 
illiteracy. The name of this prize originates from King 
Sejong because the world has acknowledged the fact 
that Hangeul made by King Sejong is the easiest to 
learn and is useful for eradicating illiteracy. Sejong’s 
love for his people and effort to edify them by valuing 
education and distributing Hunminjeongeum resulted 
in Hangeul, the most glorious legacy of our history. 
King Sejong had sincere love for his people and spared 
no effort in inventing our own practical writing and 
sounds. Perhaps Korea could come this far with such 
flourishing culture thanks to the king who governed 
based on the love for his people. 

H



In the Limelight
Traditional Goods
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Gamasot 
The key to the taste of rice
Gamasot is a type of cast iron pot with a thick bottom and capably sealed lid, and it is so heavy 
that it keeps rice from spilling over even when boiled. It preserves heat well, so it is convenient to 
let the rice settle in its steam after reducing the heat. In the past, Koreans cooked rice in gamasot 
hanging on the wood-burning stove, which is connected to the furnace of ondol (Korean floor 
heating system) under the floor and can even heat the room with the heat from cooking rice. 
Gamasot in Korea conveys the wisdom of ancestors as well as the power of traditional science.

he sizable gamasot was perfect for 
the Korean culture of large families, 
allowing everyone to gather together 
in one place and dine together. 
Gatherings of village communities 
were also based on food. They shared 

compassion and promoted friendship by sharing food. 
Each household had a couple of big or small gamasot, 
and the biggest one was used to heat up water, the 
medium one to cook rice, and the smallest one to boil 
soup. In general, gamasot has no legs or feet, has a 
round bottom and slightly shrunk edges. Gamasot 
made of cast iron has low thermal conductivity and 
does not convey heat easily even when it is strong, 

thereby taking some time to heat up. However, the 
advantage is that it does not cool down soon once it 
is heated up. If you put a lot of wood fire under the 
wood-burning stove, gamasot traps in the heat and 
allows it to progressively spread to the ingredients 
inside, thereby thoroughly cooking the foods. Once 
boiled, the water takes a long time to cool down, which 
makes it a very useful cooking tool for Koreans who 
mainly live on rice and soup. Rice cooked in gamasot 
is more glutinous because of the caldron lid. Gamasot 
is made of a thick material that can last as long as 20-
30 years, and the heavy lid changes the temperature 
very slowly and maintains a high temperature for 
a long time. It also keeps the vapor from escaping, 

T thereby maintaining a high pressure inside gamasot 
and making rice more glutinous and tasty. Gamasot is 
a good example that shows how Koreans used metal 
in real life. The production process of gamasot reveals 
the wisdom of ancestors and the power of traditional 
science. Gamasot is made not of mixed or scrap iron 
but of pig iron (cast iron right before the meteoric iron 
is turned into casting after being dissolved in the blast 
furnace). The mold form is made by separating the 
main body and lid of gamasot, and molten metal after 
dissolution in the furnace of at least 1,400 degrees is 
poured and then cooled. This is not hardened in cold 
water because cast iron is likely to break when cooled 
quickly. The wood-burning stove in a traditional 

Korean Hanok house could be used for both heating 
and cooking. Gamasot is a large pot designed for use 
on the stove for cooking. With its four ears on its body, 
gamasot is conveniently hung above the wood-burning 
stove. The lid has a handle at the center so that it is 
convenient to open and close, and it was usually fixed 
onto the stove for use. Gamasot is not easily heated 
up like a nickel silver pot, but once it is heated up, it 
lasts for a long time. This steadfast character is also 
compared to the disposition of Koreans. Rice freshly 
cooked in warm gamasot is so good that you do not 
even need any other side dish. Today, all kinds of 
home appliances are replacing gamasot while applying 
the same principles found in its traditional use.

They shared compassion 
and promoted friendship 

by sharing food.



KCC News

In celebration of the 60th anniversary of its founding, KCC has published a 
corporate history book that provides a panoramic overview of the company’s 
history, titled “Celebrating 60 Years of Excellence.”
The corporate history book takes viewers through a look back at KCC’s history 
via vivid pictures taken at the time of its foundation and onwards as well as 
accompanying text. The corporate history book was made with the intent to 
reflect on KCC’s past and celebrate the achievements that the company made
as it endured through tumultuous times, as well as to shed light on its mission 
to continually forge ahead towards the future. Through the corporate history 
book KCC will share with people its historical tradition, pride, and the lessons 
it learned from its successes and failures. In addition, utilizing the book as 
guidelines and a blueprint for achieving its goal of becoming a 100-year-old 
enterprise, KCC will also be creating a future full of hope.

KCC invited France and Europe based artist Hong-il Hwa to paint the 
murals on the towering walls in Seoul Grand Park, Gwacheon for a period 
of four days starting from April 28. The event was held in collaboration 
with the Korean Commission for Future Environment as a means to 
entertain children and also raise awareness on protecting the environment 
and animals. KCC supported Hong’s creation by providing environment-
friendly paint ‘SUPRO Well-being SE’ (for external use) and related 
materials. The KCC’s company volunteer team ‘KCC Happiness Share’ and 
the Korea Future Environment Association employees also participated 
in the event. Over the four days, the walls were painted with flowers 
and natural elements along with wildlife native to Korea such as tigers, 
leopards, raccoons, otters, owls and moon bears. Seoul Grand Park is 
eagerly anticipating the murals to become a new attraction to the zoo. KCC 
has been engaging in corporate social responsibility by donating paint and 
other building materials. Expectations are high for the future of activities 
in various areas of culture and art, with this case being the starting point. 
KCC plans to continue its proactive charitable activities by utilizing its 
company products. 

On April 19, our Daejeon Office donated KCC flooring material to the 
Federation of Volunteers in Daejeon. The donated material was valued 
at approximately 23 million won and will be used by the Federation to 
improve the overall living conditions of the disadvantaged in Daejeon. 
Chang-seob Kim, chairman of the Federation of Volunteers in Daejeon, 
expressed his gratitude by commenting “Thanks to the high-quality 
flooring material of KCC, the living conditions of the impoverished will 
surely improve.”
Our Daejeon Office will continue to share our products with communities 
in need to ‘build a better world together’.

KCC Publishes Corporate History Book in Celebration of its 60th Anniversary

Corporate Social Responsibility Through ‘Art Collaboration’

Daejeon Office Donates Flooring Material for the Disadvantaged
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On April 2, Munmak Plant received a plaque of appreciation for civil 
development from Wonju City Hall. In February, Munmak Plant donated 
100 million won to the Social Welfare Community Chest of Wonju-si, 
Gangwon-do. At the time of the donation, Munmak Plant director Dong-
lae Kim remarked, “I hope this donation will prove helpful to neighbors in 
need and those who are underprivileged.”

Munmak Plant Receives Development Appreciation Plaque from Wonju City Hall

On March 28, Jeonju Plant 2 received a certification that designates it as a 
“Green Company” once again from the Ministry of Environment and held 
a signboard hanging ceremony to celebrate the occasion. The ceremony 
was attended by more than 30 people, including director Sang-hoon Kim 
and other officials from the Saemangeum Regional Environmental and 
representatives from the Jeonbuk Green Company Association. Jeonju 
Plant director Han-tae Lee expressed his gratitude to the attendees, stating 
“Possessing a deep sense of pride in being the only green company in the 
paint manufacturing industry, all employees of KCC will work in concert and 
do our best to continue carrying out sustainable environmental management 
and contribute to the development of the local community.” In 2011, Jeonju 

Plant 2 became the first paint manufacturer to be designated as a green company, and having been designated as a green company 
once again this year, Jeonju Plant 2 is committed to fulfilling its responsibility for the next three years.

Jeonju Plant 2 Designated as a ‘Green Company’ Once Again

KCC launched ‘Lightwin,’ a gypsum board that is lighter and easier to work 
with. As Lightwin is 10% lighter than existing gypsum boards, it helps reduce 
the transportation and handling time. Also, as its Sag-Defying Strength™ 
and strength to weight ratio are improved in comparison to general gypsum 
boards, it is optimized for use on ceilings. As large-scale fires have been 
breaking out recently in Korea and abroad, interest in non-inflammable 
building materials is also on the rise in the domestic market. And naturally, 
Lightwin, KCC’s representative quasi-non-inflammable finishing material 
is expected to receive more attention in the future. KCC is aiming to lead 
the domestic building materials market with Lightwin to which an excellent 
weight reduction technology was applied, and will further accelerate its efforts 
to develop non-inflammable technology by continuously improving quality 
and conducting R&D to protect both lives and assets from fire. 

Light-weight Gypsum board ‘Lightwin’ Launched



In the Limelight
Origin of a Word

Companies are where working people spend most of their 
day and something that cannot be separated from life. The 
importance of companies can be easily recognized by taking 
a look at the etymology of the word “company”.

In the past, agriculture played a central role in the human 
economy. However, from Medieval Europe onwards, 
commerce became increasingly more important. People 
close to each other began joining hands and doing business 
together through selling things such as handicrafts. In those 
times, eating bread together at lunchtime was part of the 
everyday routine. And this is where the word “company” 
originated.

The word "company" is derived from the Latin word for 
friend or colleague, “companio/companion.” These words are 
a combination of com (together) and panis (bread), literally 
meaning “to have bread” or “a person to happily share bread 
with.” As such, the word “company” refers not only to an 
organization where you can happily share your bread with 
other members and can work hard together with them to 
earn bread, but also to the other members you work together 
with in the organization to earn bread.

As people in the past encouraged each other while sharing 
bread, let’s remember the underlying meaning of a company, 
an organization where all members unite to create economic 
profit and share the outcome with each other.

We will keep you informed of the proud KCC global network located all over the world! Please send the News that 
you want to inform of share with KCC members around the world to KCC Magazine Team (sabo@kccworld.co.kr).

Overseas Corporations
Hyung-wuk Kim, KCC BASILDON (U.K.)┃Suna Ozgen, KCT (Turkey)┃Bu Ying Jie, KCK (China Kunshan Plant)┃Liang Qian, KCK (China Shanghai 
Office)┃ Li Juan, KCB (China Beijing Plant)┃Tian Juan, KCB (China Beijing Office)┃Yuan Rui Kai, KCG (China Guangzhou Plant)┃Eul-sil Han, KCG (China 
Guangzhou Office)┃Duong Kim Ngoc Son, KCV (Vietnam)┃Kenneth Lee, KCM (Malaysia)┃Young-min Lee, KCS (Singapore)┃A. Saravanan, KCI 
(India)┃Gyung-rok Moon, KCID (Indonesia)┃Da-in Kim, KCC Europe (Germany)┃ Seong-hwan Yoon, KCC Dubai Office (UAE)┃Yoon-mi Ra, KCC Japan

Company
Close enough to share bread

Delightfully (happily)
Lyrics written by Yang Myoung Doon

Composed by Choi Chang Kwon

Thread - ing the New e -        ra                              we are  moving     at  the       head

Having    sway  over  the  world                            progressing rapidly a-cross the sea

Exerting  crea-tive      pow - er    with                    intelligence com - bi - na -  tion
Unite    with    sin  -    ce  -  ri  -    ty                            and grow with coo - per - a - tion

We are  ho    -   no  - ra      -        ble                                pillars   of   the  in  -  dus  -   try

Stream     ou     -   r               �ag  of          -                    con - struct-ion high -    ly                Ah - 

-                    K     C                      C              We  -                   are             K       C                   C  

(Chorus)

With   -    -       vigorous            spirit                          we   have   am - bi - tion in   heart

With  new -  tech-no-lo   -    gies                              Performing meritorious ser-vices

Let’s establish the      wel-fare para-dise            New strength from  our      both   arms
sprung

great

forward

Let’s devote     to        build in- dus - trial                growth  It’s     our   great      mi -  ssion  

Company Song
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